The Case
Case 03: TIRAVAL by Rebecca Slitt
The bells of the Cathedral of Song echo through the twisted
cobblestone streets of Tiraval, waking the city to a new day.
Today is the tenth anniversary of the overthrow of the
Thaumastrates—and thus also the tenth anniversary of the rule of the
Five Families. Nobody knows how these merchant houses managed
to depose the wizards, but many whisper that the Five Families’ rule
will not last much longer.
The Thaumastrates’ towers still stand at the city’s center. Some
are too full of magic to enter, but most are now home to the Five
Families. At the top of the tallest tower is the Hall of Records.
Yesterday at sunset, Miriane Desalva, head of the First Family,
entered that chamber to seek guidance in its shifting sea of magical
words. Past, present, and future all mingle on the inscribed walls.
Miriane was supposed to have emerged long before the first bells, yet
when their tolling begins, she is nowhere to be seen. An hour later,
her secretary finally finds her.
Miriane Desalva lies on the floor in the center of the room, her blank
eyes fixed on the clouded mirror that she still clutches in one lifeless
hand. Above her, as the secretary screams, weeps, flees, the Hall of
Records inscribes its chronicle:
...At dawn, the corpse of Miriane Desalva is found. Her murderer is
unknown...
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The City
Corrupted by: Power
Tiraval is an independent city high in the Audisia Mountains. Strong
walls, dizzyingly tall castle towers, and ancient magical protections
guard the city against the ice dragons and shadow beasts that stalk
the mountains. These protections have allowed Tiraval to become
a nexus of trade as well; its merchants made fortunes by importing
spices, silks, and other goods through the mountain pass. This
prosperity has nearly made Tiraval outgrow itself. Its narrow streets
crowd tight with rowhouses whose annexes shade the streets and
block out the sun.
For centuries, Tiraval’s elites maintained a precarious balance: the
ancient wizard order of the Thaumastrates governed the people,
tended the wards, and jealously guarded their arcane power; while
the Lion Knights fought off the beasts. When the Five Families
overthrew the Thaumastrates, though, they showed that revolution
was possible, and now there are rumblings of discontent among the
Lion Knights as well.
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The Districts
Downtown

♥

Enchantadores

Skid Row

♣

The Lion
Knights
Outskirts

♠

Thaumastrates

Enchantadores (♥) - Enchantadores serve their
deities through artistic creation. Anyone can join;
the only criteria are musical ability, and proof that
they have truly loved someone. Their houses are
filled with constant song - and sometimes, their
prayers are answered. As counselors to those who
rule, Enchantadores are privy to many secrets.
The Lion Knights (♣) - The Lion Knights’ swords
defend Tiraval against the ice dragons and shadow
beasts. They take their name from the enormous
lion head that adorns the guard tower at the western
gate of the city, enchanted to let out thunderous
roars to blast away enemies.
Thaumastrates (♠) - These wizards ruled Tiraval
for centuries. Now, overthrown and exiled, they live
in squalor outside the city. Their magic protects
them from mountain winds and beasts - but just
barely. Without a guide, you would quickly become
lost in the shifting streets of their quarter.

Upper Crust The Five Families (♦) - A shaky alliance of
merchant houses. They occupy towers full of
magical objects left behind in the Thaumastrates’
flight. Rumors say the Five Families have an arcane
power of their own. But nobody knows how they
The Five
ejected the Thaumastrates.
Families

♦

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.
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The Players
♥ Brother Floris

PRINCIPLE: “Always strive to bring love into the world”
Miriane’s confessor. Gentle, idealistic, sincere. He joined the Enchantadores
after the love of his life married another; in doing so, Floris hoped to soothe
his own sorrow by bringing joy to others. It has mostly worked.

♦ Ysabel Bernatz

PRINCIPLE: “Seek profit above all”
A rising star in the Third Family; ambitious, intelligent, and meticulous. She
attends every tournament, ball, and party in Tiraval, trying to make herself
known by and connected to as many important people as she can. Rumored to
be angling for a marriage to one of Miriane Desalva’s many children.

♣ Sir Guillem Desalva

PRINCIPLE: “Never show weakness”
Miriane’s youngest son. The black sheep of the family, he rejected his
mother’s training and instead won a position in the Lion Knights as a prize in
a tournament. Hotheaded, proud, and eager to prove his worth.

♣ Captain Simonne Trencavel

PRINCIPLE: “Only wield your sword for justice”
A senior knight; traditional and honorable. She is Miriane’s oldest friend
- and, some say, perhaps more than friends, in their youth. Yet they have
not spoken since Miriane’s accession: Simonne was deeply unsettled by the
overthrow of the Thaumastrates, and she fears another revolution even more.
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The Victim
Miriane Desalva

Matriarch of the First Family.
Brilliant and ruthless, yet sincerely
dedicated to the welfare of Tiraval,
and willing to do anything to keep
it safe. Rumor has it that for the
last year, she was the only person
holding the Five Families together.

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.
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The Leads
Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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